
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Venue: Finca Luna Nueva Lodge (20 minutes away from La Fortuna) 

Website: www.fincalunanuevalodge.com  

Waze directions: https://waze.com/ul/hd1gg4fv9s 

About Finca Luna Nueva Lodge: 

Boasting an intimate experience with primary rainforests, Finca Luna 
Nueva is a living classroom where regenerative agriculture practices are 
cultivated and people convene with nature. 

Every day at Finca Luna Nueva is a step in the direction of greater soil 
fertility, healthier food, and a replenished ecosystem. Focusing on 
regenerative agriculture, the resort is designed to optimize 
photosynthesis, draw excess carbon down from the atmosphere, create 
carbon-rich topsoil and reverse climate change.  
 

Bamboo Design Masterclass 
June 21st-25th, 2019 

http://www.fincalunanuevalodge.com/
https://waze.com/ul/hd1gg4fv9s


 

Instructor Jorg Stamm 

 

We are honored to welcome the 

prestigious Jorg Stamm. Originally a 

master carpenter in Germany, Jörg 

started working with bamboo alongside 

Simón Velez in Colombia, where he now 

resides. He is credited for building the 

longest bamboo bridges in the world and 

for developing the reciprocal bamboo 

towers used to hold up Green School’s 

largest building; the Heart of School. 

He is also responsible for the realization 

of the Three Mountains building and Green School: an all-bamboo 

campus conceived by John and Cynthia Hardy.  



Workshop Description 

The final goal of the workshop is to build a Bird Observation Tower. The 

site will be ready and the bamboo will be cured before participants start 

their full 4 day bamboo immersion.  

The workshop is divided into two groups. The first session will be taught 

in English only. The second session will be completely in Spanish. If you 

are bilingual you are welcome to join the full workshop.  

The model on the picture may have slight changes, but the overall 

building design is what we are aiming for. 

 

  



Itinerary 
June 21st- June 25th, 2019 

 

June 21st Welcome Dinner (Arrival can be between 2pm and 6pm) 
June 22nd 8:00 am            

9-9.30 am 
9:30 am      
10:00 am 
 
11:00 am  
      
12:30 pm     
1:30 pm 
 
 
6:00 pm          
7:00 pm   

Breakfast 
Inscription Process 
Group Presentation 
Introduction of the anatomy of bamboo and 
quality criteria 
Field trip to select the bamboo according to 
this criteria 
Lunch 
Presentation on the different tools that will 
be used and how to make unions to build 
the tower. 
Dinner 
Conference about Bamboo structures 
 

June 23rd  8:00 am            
9:00 am 
 
 
12:30 pm      
1:30 pm 
5:30 pm  
6.00 pm  

Breakfast 
Field workshop. Starting with the building of 
the hyperbolic cylinder bamboo structure 
that will hold the tower.  
Lunch 
Continue with the structure.  
Go back to the hotel 
Dinner 
 
 
 
 
 
 



June 24th  8:00 am            
9:00 am 
 
 
 
12:30 pm      
1:30 pm 
5:30 pm  
6.00 pm 
7.00 pm 

Breakfast 
Group will be divided in two. The first group 
will start with the Pinboo boards for the 
mezzanine level. Second group will continue 
with the cylinder structure 
Lunch 
Switch groups 
Go back to the hotel 
Dinner 
Bonfire as a farewell party 
 

June 25th 8:00 am            
9:00 am 
 
12:00 pm   
1.00 pm 
2.00 pm 

Breakfast 
We will start with the beams for the 
mezzanine level and for the roof. 
Lunch 
Farewell ceremony and certificates 
Hotel Check-out 

 

You are also welcome if you wish to arrive at Finca Luna Nueva Lodge 

on the 22nd at 9am instead of the night before (we will discount the first 

night).  

Transportation 

 
If we reach a minimum of 8 
inquiries for transportation. 
We will provide a van to and 
from San José at a special rate 
of $20 per person each way 
($40 roundtrip).  
 



Workshop Rates 

Single Occupancy $950 

Double Occupancy $600 

Triple Occupancy $550 

More than 3 in a room $495 

 

 Rates include all taxes 

 4 night lodging 

 4 Breakfast, 4 Lunches and 4 Dinners 

 Full masterclass by Jorg Stamm 

 All materials included 

 Access to the hotels facilities such as pool, outdoor Jacuzzi, bird 
observation tower, trails, etc. 
 

Payment options 

To hold your space, we require a 25% deposit. NO RESERVATION IS CONFIRMED 

UNTIL DEPOSIT IS RECEIVED. The receipt of payment should be sent by email 
info@fincalunanuevalodge.com 

 
Paypal mercadeo@fincalunanuevalodge.com 

 
Direct deposits Banco de Costa Rica dollars account 

 ($) 215-000-8992-3  
(Client account: 152 -0121-5000-899231)  
Corporate ID 3101151400  
Swift number BCR ICRSJ  

 

BAC San José dollars account 
 ($) 930581947 
(Client account: 102-0000-9305-819479)  
Corporate ID 3101151400  

 

Payments can be made by credit card via a signed credit card authorization form (Visa/MasterCard). 
Attached below. 
Our account and corporate name is Luna Nueva Extractos de Costa Rica S.A 

 

mailto:mercadeo@fincalunanuevalodge.com


 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       @fincalunanueva 

                                                                                                        Finca Luna Nueva Lodge 

                                                      Website:  www.fincalunanuevalodge.com  

                                                      Email: info@fincalunanuevalodge.com 

                                                      Telephone number: (506)-2468-4006 

https://www.instagram.com/fincalunanueva/
https://www.facebook.com/Finca-Luna-Nueva-Lodge-127335486929/
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